
DataStudio Files
- DataStudio program for Macintosh/Windows Computers 

- Interactive Multimedia Training Tutorial 

- On-line help (over 600 topics) and pop-up tool hints

- 240+ Ready to go DataStudio experiment activities for Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Earth Science, Math and General Science

- PDF and editable Word® files for each experiment activity

®

DataStudioTM

S o f t w a r e

Single User CI-6870-047
Site License CI-6871-047

DataStud io  CD Contents
ScienceWorkshop 2.3 Files

- The original ScienceWorkshop 2.3 program for
Macintosh/Windows)

- The ScienceWorkshop Experiment Library

- The ScienceWorkshop software support documentation in PDF
form.

Adobe Acrobat Reader® for PDF files.

WindowsTM— Windows 95/98 or Windows NT 4.0, 486 processor
(Pentium® processor preferred), 4 MB of RAM (16 MB recom-
mended), and 20 MB of hard disk space (an additional 20 MB for
the DataStudio Experiment Library), CD-ROM drive, 640 by 480
monitor resolution (800 by 600 recommended)

Macintosh®— MacOS 7.5 or higher, 68030 processor (PowerPC
processor preferred), 4 MB of RAM (8 MB recommended), and 20
MB of hard disk space (an additional 20 MB for the DataStudio
Experiment Library). CD-ROM drive, 640 by 480 monitor resolu-
tion (800 by 600 recommended),

DataStud io  Computer Requirements

1
The most powerful way to connect a computer to hands-on
experiments in the science classroom.

An all-in-one software solution that collects, displays, stores, and
analyzes scientific data using a computer.

Flexible, easy-to-learn technology that lets students learn by asking
and testing "what if..." questions that reveal scientific principles.

Easy integration into Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Earth Science,
General Science and Math classrooms.

DataStudio, PASCO's new electronic
measurement software, provides...

See the following seven pages
for detailed information.

>>>

Compatibility with all ScienceWorkshop Interfaces and Sensors.

2
3
4
5
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Button Bar

• Summary— opens and closes the Summary Panel

• Setup— opens and closes the Experiment Setup Window

• Start/Stop— Starts and stops data recording.

• New Data— Opens a table for manual data entry

• Import— Imports data from spreadsheets or tab-delimited text files

• Calculate— Opens the Experiment Calculator to create user-defined
calculations

• Curve Fit— Opens the Curve Fit control window.

Data Panel

• The “Data” panel stores data
runs by measurement category
or by run number.

• Drag runs to any display to
show the data on that display.

• Record data runs as often as
needed (limited only by the
amount of computer memory).

• Give data runs your own names.

Easy Drag-and-Drop Setup

• One-step Setup— Drag any display icon over any sensor icon and
DataStudio automatically plugs the sensor in and creates the display.

• When you drag a sensor icon over the interface, DataStudio knows
where that sensor can be plugged in, so it conveniently highlights the
correct, available ports.

• DataStudio’s drag-and-drop operation makes experiment setup easy
and intuitive even for novice computer users. You can design basic
experiments in seconds or advanced experiments in minutes.

The DataStudio Look— Fast and Easy

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud io

Summary Panel

Displays Panel

• The “Displays” panel shows
all displays available in
DataStudio

• Tracks the types of displays
created during an experiment.

• To open a display, drag the
display icon over a sensor in
the Setup window. The dis-
play appears ready to display
data recorded by that sensor.

General Features

One software program for all sciences ✔ ✔

Data collection and graphical analysis in one program ✔ ✔

Data Modeling ✔

Simultaneous analog and digital recording ✔ ✔

Cross-platform data transfer (Mac and Windows) ✔ ✔

Open saved ScienceWorkshop 2.3 files ✔ ✔

Open saved DataStudio files ✔

Customizable Setup— show needed sensors and displays only ✔

All software features modifiable even while collecting data ✔

Easy drag and drop experiment setup ✔ ✔

Easy one-step setup of basic experiments from scratch ✔

Change settings without deleting runs ✔

Feature Comparison

>>>
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DataStudio Displays

DataStudio Help Options

Drag and Drop Aware

• DataStudio displays are “drag-and-drop” aware. Drag
a data run from the “Data” portion of the Summary
Panel to a display and the data will appear.

Display Settings

• Displays can have a “Settings” Menu on the end of the
Toolbar. This menu allows easy access to the display’s
feature and appearance settings.

• Display settings can be accessed by double-clicking
anywhere inside the display window or by convenient
contextual menus (right click for Windows, Control-click
for Macintosh).

Display Toolbar

• Each DataStudio display has a unique
Toolbar that gives access to all the fea-
tures of the display. No more hunting
around in menus!

• Toolbars are completely customizable.
Display only the buttons that students
should access.

General Features

All DataStudio displays have several features
in common that make it easy to move from
one display type to another.

Real-time Window Resize

• Resizing a display window
causes the display contents
to adjust to the new window
size— even while recording
data.

Change Settings With Recorded Data Runs

• Experiment and display settings can be changed with
recorded data runs. No more deleting runs before you
can change experiment settings.

DataStudio is easy to use, but with all its versatility there are
bound to be questions. Your students don’t need to find the
manual... its right there on the screen.

• Online Help— Press the HELP key on your extended
keyboard or choose "Contents..." from the HELP menu
to use the electronic manual. Online Help explains how
to use all the features of DataStudio and can lead you
through the program step by step.

• Tool Tips— DataStudio
provides instant help
when you drag your
mouse pointer over a
tool— the tool name
automatically appears.

• "Atom Guy"— The "Atom Guy" Help Assistant offers tips
during program operation inside a yellow dialog box.

Feature

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison

>>>
Help

Free Technical Support via 800 number ✔ ✔

Online Help built-in ✔

Popup Tool Hints ✔

“Atom Guy” help window ✔

Multimedia, interactive training tutorial ✔

Displays

Analog Meter ✔ ✔

Digits Meter ✔ ✔

Table ✔ ✔

Graph ✔ ✔
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Basic Meter Displays

Large Display Size

• Meter displays can be enlarged to full monitor size. Great
for large classroom or lecture hall demonstrations.

Multiple Meters in One Window

• Multiple meters can be displayed in one window.

Analog Meters

•  Analog meters can be formatted in 5 different styles—
Small Sweep, Semicircle, Large Sweep, Full Circle, and
Custom Sweep.

Digits Meters
• Any number of decimal points may be added to a Digits

Display— only limited by your screen size.

Small Sweep

Large Sweep

Digits Display

Tables

Editable Data

• Manually input or import data from
other sources.

• DataStudio can automatically create a
copy of any data set so you can edit
individual data points.

• Delete or hide extraneous data points
so they do not affect your statistics or
graph results.

• Create theoretical data sets with ease.

Selecting Data

• Selecting data in a table also
selects the same data points in
a corresponding graph— allows
quick identification of position
on graph.

Table Toolbar

The unique Table toolbar includes
several tools:

• Time Index 
• Statistics
• Edit Data
• Insert Rows
• Delete Rows
• Data Run Menu
• Delete Table Display
• Settings Menu

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison

>>>
Oscillscope ✔ ✔

Frequency Spectrum ✔ ✔

Histogram limited ✔

Workbook (electronic notebook with line displays) ✔

Meter Displays ✔ ✔

Meters can be enlarged to full screen ✔

Multiple meter displays in one window ✔

Default display font or traditional digital calculator appearance ✔

Table Display ✔ ✔

Editable data entry— modify existing or enter your own ✔

Selecting a region on a table highlights points in graph ✔
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Graphs

Selecting Data

• Selecting data in a
graph also selects the
same data points in a
corresponding table.

Graph Annotations

• Easily create annotations
and attach them to data
points.

• Great reminders when look-
ing at data at a later time.

Graph Legend

• The legend shows color and symbol
for all data runs

• Any statistics that are turned on are
displayed within the legend.• Live Curve Fit— DataStudio has the ability to curve-fit your

data live as you collect it. Sixteen curve fit types are availalble
(including a linear fit, polynomial, logarithmic, sine) or you
can define your own function to fit to your data.

• Slope calculation— Tangent lines can be drawn at any point
on the curve and the slope determined.

DataStudio fits a sine wave as data is collected. The data is
in red and the curve fit is in green. As data collection con-
tinues, the sine wave fit begins to look more like the data.

As more data points are accumulated, the sine waves fits
the data perfectly.

Slope Tool

• Use the Slope Tool to
calculate the slope of
the tangent line at any
selected point along a
curve.

Curve Fitting

IMPROVED

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison

>>>
Graph Displays ✔ ✔

Display multiple runs per graph plot Displays 3 runs maximum 20
Record multiple sensor inputs per graph plot Records one sensor per plot ✔

Selecting a region on a graph highlights points in table ✔

Multiple Y-axes per graph plot ✔

Manual scaling by dragging axes numbers ✔

Graph origin can be moved by dragging ✔

Editable graph annotations ✔

Curve fitting 7 types 16 types (includes user-defined)
Thin, bold, and extra bold traces ✔
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Manual Scaling of Axes

• Simply place the cursor over the axes’ numbers and
drag to shrink or enlarge an axes scaling.

• Axes can be scaled while recording data.

Movable Axes and Origin

• Grab an axis or the origin and place anywhere in the
graph window

• Axes and origin can be moved while recording data.

X-Y plots and Multiple Y-axes

• Plot any measurement on the Y-axis against any
measurement on the X-axis (Lissajous figures).

• Plot two or more measurements on the Y-axis versus
any measurement on the X-axis.

Smart Tool

• The Smart Tool identifies any
point on a graph and displays
the coordinates next to the
cross-hair cursor.

• The Smart Tool uses “Data
Gravity” to “stick” to actual
data points.

• The Smart Tool can also be
used to easily calculate the
rise and run between two
points. Slope can easily be
calculated.

Experiment Calculator
• Use recorded data to calculate quantities that

can't be directly measured, such as kinetic
energy or inverse volume. Calculated quanti-
ties can be graphed in real time or displayed
in a table.

• Formulas can be entered as they appear in
textbooks. No more cryptic formats or sym-
bols.

• Experiment constants — Constants, such
as a cart's mass or a formula constant, can be
defined and named.

• Data Modeling — To examine the shape of
a function, type the equation into the calculator,
provide a variable range, and DataStudio will
graph it. Change parameters and see how
the shape changes.

Kinetic energy of a Dynamics Cart is cal-
culated and graphed in real time as the

cart travels down the track.

Graph Toolbar

The unique Graph toolbar
includes several tools:

• Scale-to-Fit 
• Enlarge-a-Region
• Zoom In/Out
• Smart Tool
• Slope Tool
• Curve Fit Menu
• Experiment Calculator
• Annotate Tool
• Data Run Menu
• Delete Graph Display
• Settings Menu

Graph showing two Y-
axes. Notice that the
origin is not fixed in the
lower lefthand corner.

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison

>>>
Special Graph Tools

Scale-to-Fit (Auto-scale) ✔ ✔

Smart Tool (Smart Cursor) ✔ ✔

Displays data point coordinates next to cursor ✔

Cursor locks to curve— easy to find points ✔

Slope Tool ✔

Experiment Calculator ✔ ✔

Data Modeling— enter math equations and graph ✔

Experiment Constants ✔
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• Up to five voltages or currents can be

displayed on the oscilloscope simulta-
neously.  DataStudio can generate
eight different output signals (using a
700 or 750 interface), including:

- sine waves

- triangle

- ramp up

- ramp down

- positive square

- positive ramp up

- positive ramp down

- DC

- square

A scope is used in an LRC circuit experiment to simultaneously
display the voltages across an inductor, capacitor, and resistor, as

well as the source voltage and source current.

Oscilloscopes

Histograms

• Histograms plot a bin value on the
X-axis and the number of times that
measurement value occurs on the
Y-axis. Each bin represents a range
of values, so the histogram plots the
number of times a measurement
occurs within a range.

• Bin values can be overlaid, stacked,
or compared side-by-side.

• Histograms are generally used for
radiation counts from a Geiger-
Mueller tube or other values that
can be sorted according to a
range of values.

Histogram showing counts per sample in a half-life experiment
using an SN-7927 GM Tube/Power Supply sensor.

• Quick Sensor Plug-in— 

- Activate the Setup Window

- Type the first few letters of the sensor name.

- Hit Return (or Enter) and DataStudio will automatically
plug that sensor into the correct, available port on the
interface.

• One-step Setup— To setup a simple experiment (such as a
Temperature activity):

- Drag a graph display icon over a sensor icon in the sen-
sor list. DataStudio will automatically plug that sensor
into the interface and create a graph simultaneously.
Click "Start" to begin recording data.

• Auto-add Data— Double-click a display icon and the first
data run in your data list will appear automatically in
the display.

• Deleting Bad Data— Press Command-Dash (on Macintosh)
or Alt-Dash (on Windows) to do one of two things
depending on your data collection mode:

- Live Data Collection— After recording data runs, press-
ing the key command above deletes the last recorded
data run.

- Keyboard Data Entry— Pressing the key command
above will delete the last entered data pair. Great for
deleting a mistyped value instead of repeating the entire
data run.

• Unlimited Data Storage— DataStudio automatically spools
data to the hard disk to conserve memory for displays,
calculator, etc.

DataStudio Hints

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison

>>>
Oscilloscope ✔ ✔

Displays multiple traces up to 3 Up to 5
White background on scope window for easier reading ✔

Histogram ✔

Stack bins ✔

Compare bins (side-by-side) ✔

Overlay bins ✔
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DataStudio Workbook Bitmap Graphics

• The Workbook accepts bitmap graphics
(PICT or BMP) to enhance the activity.
Bitmaps can add visual information to theory
descriptions or to setup sketches (below).

Multiple Pages

• Workbooks are designed to be multipage,
visual presentations of an experiment. Just
click the page tab at the bottom of each
page to proceed.

Live Data Displays

• Any DataStudio display can be placed into a
Workbook as a live, data-collecting element
of an experiment presentation. All settings
and features of the displays are available
from inside the Workbook.

Text Entry

• Text entry areas allow students to write down
hypotheses, answer questions, or simply take notes.

What is a Workbook?

A Workbook is a DataStudio display that
provides all the features required in an elec-
tronic lab notebook:

- Basic text input capabilities for writing
purpose, theory, procedure and
analysis sections.

- Bitmap graphic import for including
setup sketches or scanning student
drawings for inclusion in a lab report.

- Live data displays for recording and
saving data directly into an experi-
ment file or a lab report.

Teachers can present an experiment activ-
ity from start to finish with a Workbook.
Equipment needed, purpose, procedure,
data recording steps, and analysis features
can be included in one electronic file. The
workbook file can be distributed to stu-
dents as an experiment template via a net-
work, internet, or a floppy disk.

Students can use the Workbook as an
electronic notebook. Record notes, proce-
dural adjustments, ideas for future experi-
ments. DataStudio activity files containing
workbooks can be turned in as a lab
notebooks via a network or printed out and
submitted as a traditional paper lab report.

ScienceWorkshop 2.3 DataStud ioFeature Comparison
Workbook (electronic lab notebook) only Experiment Notes Window (no displays) ✔

Instructions and displays can be integrated into one window ✔

Bitmap graphics import only one unlimited
Live displays in Workbook window ✔

Printable in Color ✔

Multiple Pages ✔


